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INTRODUCTION
Dear Global Watch Weekly Member
Welcome to another edition of the Global Watch Weekly.
Dr Peter Doshi (PhD), assistant professor of pharmaceutical health
services research at the University of Maryland school of pharmacy in
the US, and associate editor of the prestigious medical journal BMJ,
warned that vaccine trials aren't set up to detect if vaccine candidates
prevent severe illness and death.
A follow up BMJ editorial by Doshi on 4 Jan 2021, 'Pfizer and Moderna’s
“95% effective” vaccines — we need more details and the raw data',
questioned the trustworthiness and meaningfulness of the reported
efficacy results, and called on Big Pharma to release its raw data.
Another prominent person who actually works within the construct of GAVI has also voiced
concern by what he perceives to be a lack of understanding that there is something fundamentally
wrong with the way the existing mRNA Covid-19 vaccines are rewiring the immune response
tapestry of the human body.
It’s clear that when you ignore the pounding “you must take the vaccine” drum of the mainstream
narrative and read between the lines, you become aware of many prominent doctors and
scientists working within the mainstream medical establishments who are becoming more
emboldened in voicing their concerns with the present Covid-19 vaccine program.
In this edition of the Global Watch Weekly we explore how the Covid-19 vaccine phenomenon is
laying the foundation for years and years of profit for pharmaceutical companies and for national
governments (corporation tax received from the pharmaceutical companies).
Enjoy
Blessings
Colin Morris (Chief Editor)
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HOW THINGS STAND SO FAR
Scientists are working on vaccines against
COVID-19. Such viruses are difficult to prevent
and cure with vaccines. On the one hand, media
tell us that the Russians have rushed their
‘untrustworthy’ vaccine and that we must get
Western jabs, while on the other the same
sources reassure us that our speedily-developed
Western vaccines are safe, but that COVID will
mutate and could be with us forever. So, what is
the truth?

There are several issues to consider:
1)

Vaccines are being rushed, so safety
standards are potentially compromised;

2)

2) COVID mutates, meaning that vaccine x
designed for mutation x may not work
against mutation y;

and thymine (T) – arranged in some 3 billion
combinations. Paired units (e.g., A and T) attach
to sugar and phosphate molecules to form
nucleotides. These arrange long strands called
the double helix. DNA can replicate.
When cells need to produce protein, they activate
the protein’s DNA which is copied as messenger
RNA or mRNA. The protein cell’s ribosomes
translate the genetic code into protein. RNAs also
act as enzymes (ribozymes) that speed up bodily
chemical reactions and regulate cell processes,
such as division and growth. Viruses also have
RNA and DNA.
In viruses, the RNA not the DNA is thought to
carry the genetic information that enables its
spread. Coronaviruses are a family of viruses,
some of which jump from animals to humans and
from humans to humans. They get their name
from the crown-like protein spikes that attach to
cells and act as gateways for their RNA. Vaccine
researchers look for this receptor-binding domain
(RBD).
Human-to-human coronaviruses are airborne and
typically leave infected persons with pneumonialike symptoms by replicating all over the body,
most dangerously in the lungs.

3) COVID’s ever-changing genetic structures
mean that new vaccine types have to be
developed in perpetuity; and
4) These factors combine to ensure endless
profits for Big Pharma.
Drug companies say they are working for free
and donating their products, but media-spun
‘good news’ about COVID vaccines boosts Big
Pharma’s stock prices and generates royalties for
the patent holders.
WHAT ARE CORONAVIRUSES?
Most organisms contain protein, DNA, and RNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid and ribonucleic acid):
three macromolecules essential for the formation
and function of life.
In humans, DNA consists of four main chemical
bases – adenine (A), guanine (G), cytosine (C),

They include Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS or SARS-CoV), Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV), and 2019nCoV COVID-19). Because of viral gene
sequence
reactions
with
human
cells,
coronaviruses have a unique rate of
transmissibility and lethality. SARS, for instance,
has low transmissibility compared to COVID-19.
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yet the 2003 outbreak killed one in 10 infected
patients. COVID-19 is highly contagious, yet
globally it kills an average of 2 percent of infected
people (though nearly eight percent over-80 yearolds).

Unlike vaccines that use live or inactivated
diseases, mRNAs code for disease-specific
antigens which are then displayed on the cell
surface, against which the immune system
guards.

As late as 2020, The Lancet noted “no peerreviewed publications available on efficacy of any
severe acute respiratory syndrome vaccines in
“Many of the vaccines that are frontrunners are preclinical
development [sic] and… no licensed vaccines
nanotechnologies and have not been proven in clinical
against [COVID-19].”
settings.”
The team of Dr Young Hun Chung of California
University San Diego say:

Nanoparticles are present in many of the COVID
vaccines. Antigens are molecules that can
stimulate immune responses. DNA vaccines
include plasmids used as viral promoter genes
allowing inter-cellular antigens, thus triggering
immune responses to fight the given virus.
In 2014, Dr Cuiqing Ma and team attempted to
exploit the RBD of the MERS spike to help others
develop vaccines, yet by 2019 there were no
licensed MERS vaccines. Co-developed by
GeneOne Life Science Inc. and Inovio
Pharmaceuticals, the GLS-5300 (INO4700) is a
DNA vaccine using RBD techniques administered
to human volunteers by the Walter Reed Army
Institute, Maryland, USA.

Seventy-three out of the 75 participants
experienced site pain, headaches, and/or fatigue.
Lung immunopathologies include post-infection
inflammation of gas exchanging units that can
impair oxygenation.
Concerns
that
vaccines
could
worsen
immunopathologies were raised in the 1960s,
after two infants died following vaccination.
A team of biologists led by Dr Maria Elena
Bottazzi of Baylor University note that “vaccineassociated enhanced respiratory disease… was
seen in human vaccine trials against the
ubiquitous airway pathogen respiratory syncytial
virus.”

COVID-19 VACCINES
Given the lack of success in protein, DNA, and
mRNA vaccine research for coronaviruses, many
medical professionals expressed concerns about
COVID-19 vaccines developed by the likes of
AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson, Moderna,
Pfizer, and Sanofi.
Typically, vaccines develop over a decade: from
pre-clinical trials to post-market surveillance.
Phase I involves testing up to 80 human subjects.
Phase II includes randomised controls and
placebos. Phase III trials involve tens of
thousands of people. The step between Phases
III and IV includes approval and licensure. Phase
IV involves observing the health of the vaccinated
population.
But the COVID-19 vaccines, from the UK to
China, have been rushed. As part of its Operation
Warp Speed, the previous Trump administration
gave $2bn to Novavax, a small biotech firm that
faced stock market de-listing, weak share prices,
redundant staff, and closed offices due to its
history of failed research with protein spikes.

With government intervention, stocks jumped
from less than a dollar per share to more than
$80, as COVID protein DNA from Wuhan was
exported and purchased by Novavax to produce
2 billion vaccine shots.
The ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 (AZD1222) is developed
by the Anglo-Swedish firm, AstraZeneca, and
Oxford University.
5
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The genetically modified DNA vaccine contains a
“[r]ecombinant, replication-deficient chimpanzee
adenovirus vector encoding the [COVID-19]
Spike glycoprotein”19 and is administered in two
doses over a 28-day period.
During the human trials: “From 21 days after the
first dose, there were ten cases hospitalised for
COVID-19, all in the control arm; two were
classified as severe COVID-19, including one
death.” An unnamed 28-year-old Brazilian died
from complications.
The mRNA-1273 vaccine is developed by the US
firm Moderna. The company says that after the
second dose administered during the trial,
reactions and the percentage of affected persons
included “fatigue (9.7%), myalgia (8.9%),
arthralgia (5.2%), headache (4.5%), pain (4.1%)
and erythema/redness at the injection site
(2.0%).” It also says that the majority of
symptoms “resolved within 2 days, some
persisted as long as 5 days.”

can cause rashes, a plummeting blood pressure, shortness
of breath, and a fast heartbeat.”

PROFIT OVER LOGIC
Peter Doshi is the associate editor of the BMJ
(formerly British Medical Journal). In October
2020, after nearly a year of the pandemic, Doshi
referred to transmissibility and infection, stating:
“the current phase III [vaccine] trials are not
actually set up to prove either.”
The thresholds for Phase III of the Moderna and
Pfizer-BioNTech trials are so low that they
include a mere positive COVID test and a single
symptom. Asymptomatic carriers are not tested,
and neither are those with severe symptoms: the
so-called
endpoint.
Moderna
considered
hospitalisation a secondary endpoint.
Doshi raises concerns over the quality of the
trials, noting that in the AstraZeneca-Oxford trial,
participants were mistakenly given a half dose.
This resulted in the participants getting milderthan-expected side-effects.
Not only did Pfizer-BioNTech and Moderna fail to
give their volunteers instructions prior to
vaccination (e.g., for diet, sleep patterns, etc.),
vaccine trial results are being reported in terms of
relative, not absolute, risk.
Because the endpoints are so loosely defined,
the trial models include neither “the vaccine’s
ability to save lives, nor the ability to prevent
infection, nor the efficacy in important subgroups
(e.g. frail elderly).”

BNT162b2 is developed by the US giant Pfizer
and the German company BioNTech. It is a
nanoparticle-formulated,
nucleoside-modified
RNA vaccine. The US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) says: “Polysorbate
is not an ingredient in either [the Moderna or
Pfizer-BioNTech] COVID-19 vaccine but is
closely related to [polyethylene glycol PEG],
which is in the vaccines.”
The journal Science attributes adverse vaccine
reactions in some people to PEG, which, it says,

Performances of other vaccines, e.g. flu jabs, are
judged over specific time periods: from three
months to a year. However, the efficacy of
COVID vaccines is not being assessed over time.
Immunocompromised individuals, as well as
children and teenagers, are excluded from the
trials, even though they can act as spreaders.
Doshi argues that by prematurely “claiming
victory” and ending the trials, Pfizer et al. are
pressuring health authorities to quickly authorise
and license the vaccines.

“has never been used before in an approved vaccine, but it
is found in many drugs that have occasionally triggered
ana phylaxis – a potentially life-threatening reaction that
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Soumya Swaminathan, the Chief Scientist at the
World Health Organization, told reporters that
there aren’t enough vaccinations to achieve herd
“Even if we have a lot of the population vaccinated, we
immunity in 2021. In addition, the virus keeps
don’t know whether that will prevent transmission of the
virus, and it’s likely that quarantine will continue for some mutating: the variants may be immune to older
vaccines.
time.”
Australian Department
Brendan Murphy said:

of

Health

secretary

Allen Cheng, co-chair of the Australian Technical
Advisory Group on Immunisation says:
“At this stage, we don’t really know exactly how long
protection will last for.”

Referring to the Moderna vaccine and length of
its effectiveness, the New England Journal of
Medicine states:
“correlates of protection against [COVID-19] infection in
humans are not yet established.”

Because severe symptoms manifest in so few
people, even a large population sample would
yield few results. The vaccines have been tested
for immunisation against non-lethal severity, so
what is the point of them? Moderna’s chief
medical officer, Tal Zaks, told the BMJ:
“Our trial will not demonstrate prevention of transmission...
because in order to do that you have to swab people twice
a week for very long periods, and that becomes
operationally untenable.”

Referring to the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, the US
CDC says
“The duration of protection against COVID-19 is currently
unknown.”

Because the rate of side-effects from the first
dose of the vaccine is unusually high, Dr Sandra
Fryhofer of Emory University’s School of
Medicine points out that, without warnings and
reassurances, many patients will not want their
second dose. Dr Grace Lee of Stanford
University points out that many working-class
patients might avoid the vaccine if it makes them
ill because they can’t afford to miss work.
Big Pharma does not have the means to deliver a
mass vaccination programme. That requires
major federal resources, such as the military and
a functioning healthcare system, neither of which
exist in significant forms in Western nations.
How, then, can enough people get vaccinated to
achieve herd immunity? In mid-January, Dr

Dr Julian W. Tang of Leicester University says:
“The South African variant [of COVID] (B.1.351 or
501Y.V2) differs significantly from the UK B.1.1.7 (variant)
in several ways that may impact on vaccine effectiveness.”

At a JPMorgan Healthcare Conference,
Moderna’s CEO, Stéphane Bancel, said that
COVID will never disappear and will return like
seasonal flu, potentially meaning endless
opportunities for Big Pharma to keep producing
new products.
VACCINE DEATHS
In May 2020, Moderna claimed without evidence
that its early vaccine trials triggered an immune
response in participants, which raised Moderna’s
share price.
The AstraZeneca Oxford vaccine trials initially
suggested that in half of the monkeys tested,
COVID remained in their noses despite being
eradicated from their lungs. Despite this, all three
(including China’s Sinovac) went ahead with
human trials.
Regarding Moderna’s early trials, Dr Peter Hotez,
a vaccine scientist at Baylor College of Medicine
in Texas, says: “it’s not at all clear whether the
[antibody] responses are enough to protect
people from infection” (paraphrased by Nature).
Regarding antibodies in the AstraZeneca-Oxford
monkeys, Hotez says:
“It looks like those numbers need to be considerably higher
to afford protection.”

In addition, Dr Sarah Gilbert, a vaccinologist, said
that the Oxford monkeys were infected with
particularly high doses of COVID, perhaps above
the natural norm.
Dr Douglas Reed, an aerobiologist at Pittsburgh
University, pointed out that vaccinated patients
could still spread the virus.
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Big Pharma’s public relations efforts have been
unsuccessful. In April 2020, Bill Gates, whose
Foundation profits from vaccine research
(particularly hi-tech cooling and refrigeration
techniques), provoked consternation by saying
that corporations should be indemnified against
lawsuits.

At this point, Dover tries to find a seat but
collapses. Dover later claimed, rather absurdly,
that she has a condition that makes her prone to
fainting and attributed the pain of the injection to
her loss of consciousness.
The fog of misinformation around the vaccines
has led to 40 per cent of both French people and
Americans rejecting vaccination. One-third of
Dutch nurses of the Nu’91 union refuse to take
the product.
Dr Joseph Varon of the United Memorial Medical
Center in Texas says that half of his nurses
refuse to take the vaccine.

The Brazilian doctor who died after taking the
AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine is not the only
vaccine victim. In early January, Norway granted
emergency use authorisation for the Pfizer
BioNTech vaccine. Nearly 21,000 Norwegians
were vaccinated, of whom at least 23 died. The
majority were elderly and frail showing the
vaccine is killing the people it is allegedly
designed to protect. Steinar Madsen of the
Norwegian Medicines Agency says: “If you are
very frail, you should probably not be
vaccinated.”
Tiffany Pontes Dover, a nurse manager at CHI
Memorial Dover was given the shot and then
Hospital’s COVID unit in Tennessee, volunteered
to take the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine live on
television in a PR stunt to quell vaccine
scepticism then told reporters in an increasingly
lethargic voice that she and her colleagues were
pleased to get the vaccine. “I know that it’s
really...

In Ohio, 60 per cent of nursing home staff
surveyed will not get the shot. Forty per cent of
all frontline workers in Los Angeles reject the jab.
Given the large number of people around the
world who refuse to get vaccinated, herd
immunity has even less chance of happening,
again raising the question: other than profit what
is the point of the vaccine?
VACCINE NATIONALISM
Vaccine developers do not want competition from
foreign, state-owned vaccine companies. In
addition, politicians don’t want to look weak on
the international stage. For that reason, the
phenomenon of ‘vaccine nationalism’ has arisen:
an arena in which nations boast that ‘their’
vaccine is the safest and most efficient.
Around 200 COVID vaccines are in development.
As with the space and arms races in the 1960s,
the US and Russia are in a biotech race. By
declaring early, Russia’s elites pretended to be
the victors, ergo Western media went on the
attack.
In August 2020, Russia’s health regulator
announced the approval of the Gamaleya
vaccine (Sputnik V). In contrast to their concerns
over Western vaccines, expressed in equivocal
language and parsed phrases, US science
journals immediately discredited Russia’s claims.
Nature states:

[Dover stops talking and rubs her head] I’m sorry,
I’m feeling really dizzy. I’m sorry.”

“Russia hasn’t completed large trials to test the vaccine’s
safety and efficacy, and rolling out an inadequately vetted
vaccine could endanger people.”
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Sound familiar?
Dr Francois Balloux, a geneticist at University
College London, describes Sputnik V’s trial
design as “reckless and foolish.” Despite
preliminary results published in The Lancet,
researchers (most of them Western) accused the
Russian scientists of fraud, pointing to alleged
duplicate values.
The journal Science went with the headline:
“Russia’s claim of a successful COVID-19
vaccine doesn’t pass the ‘smell test,’ critics say.”
Just as the British tested their vaccine on
Brazilians and South Africans, and the Russians
offered theirs to Belarussians and Serbs, China’s
Sinovac company tried its CoronaVac on
Brazilians, Indonesians, and Turks. Each
countryreported wildly different success rates
(50.4%, 65.3%, and 91.25% respectively).

vaccine ‘disinformation’. Many fear, however, that
the Army will target domestic vaccine refusers
and sceptics.
An economic aspect of vaccine nationalism
includes massive vaccine-buying. The Australian
reports that the wealthiest countries, with 14 per
cent of the global population, have bought more
than half of the physical stocks of vaccines
developed by AstraZeneca, Gamaleya, Johnson
& Johnson, Mod erna, Novavax, Pfizer,
Sinopharm, and Sinovac. This leaves the 189
poorest with the option of receiving their vaccines
from the Bill Gates-funded international initiative
Covax.
CONCLUSION: VACCINE PASSPORTS

Reuters reports that Indonesian doctors have
voiced “concerns over the vaccination campaign.”
In July 2020, the wires put out a story from an
unnamed US ‘security official’ claiming that
Chinese biotech hackers tried to steal information
on vaccine research from Moderna.
In the same month, Western media cited US,
British, and Canadian cyber intelligence agencies
which made unsubstantiated allegations that
unnamed Russian hackers, possibly an alleged
state-linked group ‘Cozy Bear’, were trying to
steal vaccine data from Western researchers.
These claims are likely part of Western
disinformation campaigns designed to both
further demonise Russia and China and pre-empt
vaccine success stories by alleging that those
countries developed their vaccines only because
they stole ‘our’ data.
The bigger story has not been reported: If, as
companies and governments claim, vaccines are
in the public interest, why didn’t governments
legislate to make companies share their data with
the world, not provoke foreign regimes into
hacking to learn about vaccine science?
Documents leaked in November 2020 reveal
plans of the British Army’s Information Warfare
Unitt (77th Brigade) to counter foreign, anti-

Despite the high rates of vaccine-related death
and injury, holes in trial design, limitations for
rollout, questionable notions of herd immunity,
uncertainty over how long the vaccine will be
effective, vaccine-resistant viral mutations, and
negative vaccine nationalism, governments and
companies are going ahead with inoculation
programmes. Increasingly, businesses and even
border agencies are insisting that their staff,
customers, and visitors show proof of vaccination
before allowing people to shop, work, and travel.
This is a form of compulsory vaccination: it is not
literally enforced but prevents the individual from
enjoying day-to-day life without being jabbed.
In November 2020, Ticketmaster was forced to
deny online rumours that it would soon be
demanding proof of vaccination before issuing
concert tickets to customers. In January,
Denmark announced that it will introduce digital
vaccine passports. Denmark is part of the
Schengen Area, which allows Europeans to
travel from country to country without being
9
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harassed by border security. Experts note that
Denmark’s scheme will disrupt the spirit of
freedom of movement.
Employees have raised concerns that US bosses
might try to force them to get vaccinated or face
the sack. Rogge Dunn, a Dallas-based
employment attorney, recently said:
“Under the law, an employer can force an employee to get
vaccinated, and if they don’t take it, fire them.”

From vaccine-induced injury and death without
recourse to sue the culpable companies, to
vaccine
passports
and
increasingly-ugly
nationalism against foreign, state-owned firms,
Big Pharma can profit from jumps in stock-value,
as governments continue to fund research.
COVID mutations give giant drug companies the
excuse to keep profiting with public money by
developing more vaccines. Social control through
public orders and surveillance tightens its grip
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